PONDICHERRY UNIVERSITY - ENTRANCE EXAMINATION -2015

List of Candidates Selected for Interview

COURSE : 151 Ph.D (Education)

Date of Interview: 27.07.2015 Reporting Time: 09.15 am

S.NO | REG NO | ROLL NO | NAME | RANK | SCORE
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | 204143 | 161221440 | JAGANNATH KUNAR | 1 | 252
2 | 188001 | 163244504 | SAMSU FIRSAD N | 2 | 245
3 | 201680 | 177236869 | KUMARI NEHA | 3 | 236
4 | 190898 | 157214790 | KUHELI MONDAL | 4 | 231
5 | 173723 | 157214786 | ANUVA SAMANTA | 5 | 214
6 | 187938 | 179239644 | VIVEK KUMAR CHOUDHARY | 6 | 208

END

Date of Interview: 27.07.2015 Reporting Time: 01.30 am

S.NO | REG NO | ROLL NO | NAME | RANK | SCORE
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | 178863 | 168227877 | RAMESH S | 8 | 201
2 | 187179 | 166226218 | JITENDRA VISHVKARMA | 9 | 190
3 | 205021 | 193264813 | SELVI A | 14 | 175

END

Date of Interview: 27.07.2015 Reporting Time: 09.15 am

COURSE : 151 Ph.D (Education)

CATEGORY : OPEN GENERAL

S.NO | REG NO | ROLL NO | NAME | RANK | SCORE
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | 204143 | 161221440 | JAGANNATH KUNAR | 1 | 252
2 | 188001 | 163244504 | SAMSU FIRSAD N | 2 | 245
3 | 201680 | 177236869 | KUMARI NEHA | 3 | 236
4 | 190898 | 157214790 | KUHELI MONDAL | 4 | 231
5 | 173723 | 157214786 | ANUVA SAMANTA | 5 | 214
6 | 187938 | 179239644 | VIVEK KUMAR CHOUDHARY | 6 | 208

END

COURSE : 151 Ph.D (Education)

CATEGORY : OPEN OBC

S.NO | REG NO | ROLL NO | NAME | RANK | SCORE
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | 178863 | 168227877 | RAMESH S | 8 | 201
2 | 187179 | 166226218 | JITENDRA VISHVKARMA | 9 | 190
3 | 205021 | 193264813 | SELVI A | 14 | 175

END

Date of Interview: 27.07.2015 Reporting Time: 09.15 am

COURSE : 151 Ph.D (Education)

CATEGORY : OPEN SC

S.NO | REG NO | ROLL NO | NAME | RANK | SCORE
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | 204715 | 186253358 | K RAJKUMAR | 17 | 170
2 | 201339 | 193264811 | GANESHKUMAR | 44 | 90
3 | 198653 | 159218603 | KATKURI LATHA | 50 | 80

END

Date of Interview: 27.07.2015 Reporting Time: 09.15 am

COURSE : 151 Ph.D (Education)

CATEGORY : OPEN ST

S.NO | REG NO | ROLL NO | NAME | RANK | SCORE
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | 204715 | 186253358 | K RAJKUMAR | 17 | 170
2 | 201339 | 193264811 | GANESHKUMAR | 44 | 90
3 | 198653 | 159218603 | KATKURI LATHA | 50 | 80

END

The candidates who applied under following exempted categories

(page 29 Prospectus 2015)

b) Teacher candidates who are working in the institutions admitted to the priviliges of this university/other Institutes have at least one year continuous experience at degree/PG level in the subject concerned and granted leave for the required period under Quality Imporvement program or equivalent program to do full-tim PhD.

c) The candidates having JRF conducted/awarded by UGC/CSIR/UGC Rajiv Gandhi Fellowship for SC/ST or DBT-BNC or such other examination

d) Candidates admitted under MOU between Pondicherry University and an University/Institution in India or abroad under specific clause(s) and those selected under International cultural/educational exchange schemes of Government of India/UN bodies

e) Pondicherry University teachers and teachers from affiliated colleges who have cleared NET lecturership seeking admission to Part-time Ph D

f) NRI and foreigners residing/working abroad who are other wise qualified and working in academics/research/intdustry at least for five years
g) Persons with 5 years of industry experience, including in the field of media, who have a rich collection of data in their field seeking admission to Ph D Part-time (external)